Multilateral Trade Negotiations

TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS

Revision

The delegations listed below have drawn up comprehensive records of agricultural and industrial tariff commitments offered in negotiations which have been carried out within the framework of the MTN as of 12 April 1979. Copies of these records have been exchanged for technical verification including, if necessary, correction of inadvertent errors. Copies of these records, together with a list of delegations with whom they have been exchanged, are being deposited with the GATT secretariat.

These delegations undertake to use these records to establish Schedules of Concessions to be attached to an appropriate Protocol by 30 June 1979. It is understood that such final certified Schedules may be adjusted to incorporate the results which individual delegations negotiate within that time period. Any adjustments should have no significant impact on the overall and bilateral balances achieved.

Delegation of:

Australia          Hungary
Austria            Japan
Bulgaria           New Zealand
Canada             Norway
Czechoslovakia     Sweden
European Communities Switzerland
Finland            United States

The concessions or relevant contributions of other participants will be incorporated in due course in their respective tariff schedules.